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SYKE in brief
● Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE) is
○
○
○
○

A research and expert organisation with about 600 employee
Operating under the Ministry of Environment
A significant provider and user of spatial data
Responsible in practise for a high number of e-reporting
obligations, including INSPIRE

● By 2020 SYKE has to publish a wide variety of harmonised
datasets with very limited resources
○ According to the national legislation, SYKE has an obligation to
provide harmonised datasets for INSPIRE19 themes

The Challenge
● Provide what the 2017 INSPIRE deadlines require regarding
○ Provision of Protected sites and Hydrography datasets
according to relevant INSPIRE schemas (xsd)
○ Download services
○ View services
○ Metadata

● Background: INSPIRE technology analysis in end of 2015 (Data
model pilot project)
○ Analysis of ArcGIS for INSPIRE, GeoServer, Snowflake, FME,
HALE Studio
○ Conclusion: No available set of tools is able to do what SYKE
wants in an cost-effective and INSPRIE compliant way

The Alternatives

for creating INSPIRE compliant download services

● A) Provision of INSPIRE harmonised datasets through Atom
feeds
○ The safe, non-ambitious solution and easier way to meet
the 2017 deadlines
● B) Provision of INSPIRE harmonised datasets through WFS
○ Do nothing wait for the tools/technologies/INSPIRE to develop
Requires no resources, BUT this will lead to no experience and no influence…

○ Just start working and give feedback to the software
developers on the way
Requires resources BUT we gain experiences, and can get a BETA WFS up and
running, which isn’t perfect, but which is one step towards our ambitious goal. We
may also be able to influence future developments and requirements.

The Opportunity: the Envibase Project
● Funding available within the Envibase project for experimenting
with technologies and methods for data provisioning.
● Decision:
●
●

Implement both Atom feed (A) and WFS (B)
However when publishing WFS, use only one GeoServer instance, being able
to provide only one endpoint per several datasets, which is not according to
the Network Services TG requirement 5.2

● The hard work:
●

Learning to publish INSPIRE PS & HY datasets from Esri ArcSDE/SQL Server
Geodatabase as Atom, WFS and WMS services with PostgreSQL/PostGIS,
FME, Hale Studio, Geoserver/AppSchema and GeoNetwork opensource,
ArcGISServer and ESRI Geoportal Server.
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Work Process: Atom Download Service
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Work Process: WFS Download Service
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Comparison of Work Flows:

Atom versus WFS Download service

Atom:

WFS:

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Do prior analysis of TG/data
Create example GML file
Make national code list extensions
Convert data with FME
○

●
●
●
●
●
●

○

ArcSDE Geodatabase/SQL Server -> GML
file (xsd)

Create metadata for datasets
Create metadata for Atom service
Create/update atom feeds
Fix metadata harvester
Add Open Search support
Validate several times

Do prior analysis TG/data
Create example GML file
Make national code list extensions
Convert data with FME

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

ArcSDE Geodatabase/SQL Server ->
PostgreSQL/PostGIS

Do schema mapping in HALE
Create metadata for datasets
Create metadata for WFS service
Publish WFS in GeoServer
Create Stored Queries
Fix metadata harvester
Validate several times

The results: WFS service (BETA)
● WFS GetCapabilities:
http://geoserver.ymparisto.fi/geoserver/wfs?service=wfs&ve
rsion=2.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
● WFS ListStoredQueries:
http://geoserver.ymparisto.fi/geoserver/wfs?service=WFS&r
equest=liststoredqueries
● One stored query available per dataset

The results: Atom feed (BETA)
● Atom feed
○ http://wwwd3.ymparisto.fi/d3/INSPIREAtom/inspireatomgml.xml

Implications
● Pressure on software to better meet the needs of INSPIRE
data and service providers, for example:
○ GDAL: The CSR’s as URIs now supported.
○ Geonetwork: open search support improved
○ ESRI geoportal server: the INSPIRE templates don’t
meet the requirements
○ AppSchema & GeoServer: funding of the “isolated
workspace” solution (Envibase project), from which all
implementers will gain, once it is fully in place.
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Top Priority Geoserver Improvement:
Isolated Workspaces
● Allow publishing the same (complex/simple) feature types (with
the same namespace) more than once using a different data
source.
● Break the connection with namespaces and the workspaces:
○ Isolated workspace could have an arbitrary prefix.
○ Namespaces and feature types added to an isolated
workspace would not conflict with or be visible in other
workspaces or in the global services.
● Extend AppSchema to allow more than one complex feature
mapping per feature type
● Contractor: GeoSolutions
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Future work
● Next months
○ Taking the datasets and services from BETA versions to
final versions
• For Atom feeds providing harmonised datasets by 11/2017
• Publish a new BETA WFS service with GeoServer/AppSchema once
’workspace isolation’ work is finalised
• Dependent on NLS to solve final open search and code list issues

● Hopefully also soon
○ Set up a GeoServer production environment and to focus on
performance issues
○ Amend the ESRI Geoportal templates to meet the INSPIRE
requirements

Thank you!

